Registration and topic of the master’s thesis
MA Sociology

1. I herewith apply for the issue of a topic for the master thesis

Family name, first name: __________________________________________
Student ID No: _____________________
Address: __________________________________________
E-mail: __________________________________________
Phone: __________________________________________
Proposal first supervisor: __________________________________________
Proposal second supervisor: _________________________ ___________________

[For further information, terms and conditions see examination rules of master studies (MPO), handbook of modules, subject-specific regulations and Rules regarding master's thesis]

Bielefeld, _________________________       ___________________________________
(Date)                (Student’s signature)

2. To be filled in by first supervisor:
The above-mentioned student received today the following topic* for the master thesis under my supervision:
_____________________________________________________________________________

* The topic is issued by the first supervisor and cannot be changed.

Bielefeld, _________________________     _________ __________________________
(Issue date = starting date!)             (Name/Signature of first supervisor)

3. To be filled in by second supervisor:
I am prepared to do the co-supervision of the master thesis of the above-mentioned student.

Bielefeld, _________________________     _________ __________________________
(Date)          (Name/Signature of second supervisor)

4. Confirmation by examination office:
Finally the student will receive a confirmation regarding the issue of the topic, the nomination of the first and the second supervisor and the official starting and due date via the online examinations administration by the examinations office.

5. Delivery of the thesis:
Bielefeld, _________________________     _________ __________________________
(Date)                         (Student’s signature)